
Community Forum Exit Survey Responses

1.  Before attending the Community forum, were you aware of the programs and services offered at 

Jefferson Early Childhood Center?  

Yes (34)

To a small degree I was aware of the programs and services offered by Jefferson before I came; however, 

it was very helpful to talk to a teacher and tour the facility.

Somewhat, but I had though that preschool in district started about a decade ago, and was very 

surprised to hear that CUSD200 has provided it for special needs children going back to 1970's.

I was aware of some but not all!

Somewhat, did not know percentages that were for special needs kids, thought it was closer to 50/50.

some of the services

Nothing specific but I did know it was a special needs facility

Very Much so,  I am a retired Distrrict 200  pre-school teacher and worked at Jefferson for many years.

yes, but need more clarity on the blended, tuition based program.  Need to state/elaborate in future 

meeting on requirements of District to offer.

No
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2.  What did you learn today about Jefferson Early Childhood Center?  

I learned that the ratio of special needs and typical peer students is state mandated. I also learned that 

the teachers have no place to relax and the shared bathrooms are atrocious.

I learned that the facility is adequate not optimal - and does not meet building standards of 2012.  Also 

learned that your teachers are very proud of how much they are able to help the students.

Age of facility and need to modify for special needs kids

2/3 class is special needs and 1/3 is "required"

I learned how well people do with what they have to work with

It provides an excellent education, but the building needs to catch up with their current needs.

Age and Student Population

Although the building has been maintained, it clearly is not fully meeting the needs of the kids nor the 

professionals caring for and teaching them.II

The building is not able to meet the needs of students in its current state. I learned also about the other 

buildings in need.

How mony students need to be serviced off campus.  The facility at max.  The continued difficulty with 

accessability

How badly the facilities are outdated.

facilities do not meet the needs of the students

The curriculm in place for special needs kids and building condition in it's current state.

I was not aware that therapy was being done in the hallway or closets.  My son goes here and I know 

things were tight, but its much more real now.  I had no idea that my son was getting off the bus in the 

parking lot and walking along a fence to get to the school.  I know the staff keep him safe every day, but 

that's scary.  I also had never seen the restrooms.  That is a sad sad state.  I hope more people take the 

time to tour the school.

that the space is used for special needs as wellas typical students. therapy is not always able to be done 

in private because of lack of space

More background about the facilty and needs.

That it is above enrollment capacity.  Also, that there is no a/c in the hallway and gym.

long -term needs

Not only is this a special needs facility but a tuition based preschool as well.

The school needed to be updated to meet the children's needs when it became a special needs 

preschool, and now after years of neglect in that aspect the board believes that the only solution is a 

giant expensive plan.

About how children qualify for the various levels of therapy intevention

A tuition based preeschool is also a part of Jefferson,

little I didn"t know already
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2.  What did you learn today about Jefferson Early Childhood Center?  (cont'd)

I was so excited that the District was finally going o pursue doing something about Jefferson.  It is 

about time.

wheel chair kids are really numerous

My children have been part of the program for the last two years, so what I learned today was more 

about the expansion the school services

It is a early learning school

Impressed by # of students enrolled here and the percentage that are ready to move on with their age 

the size of the school and some the issues facing the students at Jefferson

Why the enrollment/capacity at Jefferson needs to be around 360.

options being discussed by District for the school and other facilities

66% is special need

already knew most, but as a citizen on the block we know that its needs to be re-done of some sort

I did not realize all of the needs
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3.  Do you believe that our community needs a new Jefferson Early Childhood Center? If you do not 

believe our community needs a new Jefferson ECC, why not?  

Yes (16) Total YES= 35 , Total NO= 2 , Total MAYBE/Renovation=8
I need more information to make a final determination as to whether I think we need a new building. 

Based on what I saw, it is very clear that the existing facilities fall far short of what our community is 

capable of doing and really ought to be doing for our kids -- surely we can do better than this? 

However, I'm not sure if we simply must raze the existing building and build all new. I'm not an 

architect or builder and I certainly haven't had the day to day experience of working there or have spent 

the last several months pouring over reports from assessors and talking to experts, but as of right now 

I'm not absolutely sure what the solution is. I am, however, relying on the work you and the others have 

done in presenting these ideas; I can see the amount of attention you all have given to this important 

issue and obviously this is what you guys are equipped to do. It's clear you all have done your 

homework and have concluded that building a new Jefferson is the best choice. I'd also like to see a 

comparison of Jefferson to one of our elementary schools with regard to size, capacity, facilities, etc., in 

No, I am not convinced that it is worth the money.  Still have more questions.

Yes, so long as capital needs at the high schools are also addressed.

I think we do.  There will be more and more children with special needs - language for instance.

I am a believer (and will support the effort), but I truly beleive that it will be a tough sell in this 

yes, because I do not feel renovating the current building will be cost effective and meet the needs of the 

children. Early intervention is the key for success. If we spend time and efforts while they are younger, 

less intervention will need to take place as they get older.

Yes, It is an important piece to our whole community servicing all preschool children

Yes.  The staff does a wonderful job considering the fact that the building does not meet the needs of 

the students of staff

I don't believe Jefferson needs a "New" facility, a renovated facility would be needed.

Yes, Jefferson is such a wonderful place and does amazing things for our children.  They make the best 

in the building they have, but they are so deserving of a new space.

Long overdue need!!!

A better faciltiy, yes.  But a new building of the proposed, no.

No. I just think it needs updating and parking to run the whole length of the street.

It needs some updating but not at the cost that is being proposed.  I do not htink that due diligence  has 

been served and all options have not been fully explored

I believe the school needs a major renovation or needs to be rebuilt

Yes, but balanced with a cost effective measures Please recognize the cost

I do understand the need.. Being a neighbor directly across the street from the current school my 

concerns are more about the design and the affected traffic flow.
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3.  Do you believe that our community needs a new Jefferson Early Childhood Center? If you do not 

believe our community needs a new Jefferson ECC, why not?  (cont'd)

Yes (16) Total YES= 35 , Total NO= 2 , Total MAYBE/Renovation=8

I believe that the community needs a renovated school, not necessarily a new one.  The school district 

should show financial restraint to mirror the current finanical restraints of the current economy and 

the public.

I believe improvements must be made, but that the proposal is extravagent

I do understand the need.,

the current ECC is not adequate or appropriate and needs to be improved

Yes but not in my back yard

I do believe that a new Jefferson is needed however at much lower cost

yes, but no where near as big as you are planning on making it.

the building needs to be re-done, but as big as it is proposed.  getting rid of the entire field for us 

residents to stare at what would look like office building, its not fair

needs a Jefferson but not convinced that it needs to be new or as large of a footprint

Yes, but not as large as proposed. No reason to remove all of the green space out of the neighborhood. 

Just double the existing school and be done.
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4.  In reviewing the two building concepts, which concept do you feel is most appropriate?  
I can't really say which building concept I feel is most appropriate. I'm still thinking about options. I 

would like more information on the proposed concepts, though, as I don't think they are altogether 

straightforward. For example, I don't know where Hazleton is as it's not marked. I assume everything 

faces Hazleton, but since the concept appears not to stretch back (west) as far as the existing building, 

I'm not sure. I would like to know where north is and certainly where Hazleton is. I also find it strange 

that there appears to be no change in the available parking between the two options. It seems to me that 

if we plan on adding our administration building to the second floor we would require quite a bit more 

parking. I would like to know how many parking spaces are required for Jefferson and how many for 

our administrators and how many that concept parking lot provides. I'd also like to know why there's 

no elevator indicated as I understand that's one of the problems we see with our current administration 

building. Neither do I see stairs. I want more detail throughout the concepts; for example, while I 

appreciate the larger view of the Early Learning Communities, I need to see the details of the Early 

Childhood Admin., the Large Motor Skills area, etc. There's a lot more going on that I can't see and 

therefore don't know anything about. Even though I can see more detail on those Early Learning 

Communities, the legend appears to have left out the names for spaces 9 and 10. I'm also confused 

about the dilineations of the various work areas in those ELCs -- are they somehow partitioned by those 

gray lines? I'd actually like to know more about the room sizes and have available the room sizes of 

Fix preschool only.  CUSD200 just sold Hubble for $5 million - You could have sold part of it to the 

Park District for $3 million (what they are buying the gyms/outdoor recreation space for) Kept the 

garage area (for storage), rehabbed part of it for offices (and more storage) and part for a preschool.  

Maybe torn down part.  Then sold Jefferson, the district offices and the storage facility.  Now, having 

sold Hubble, the $5 million could be used to pay off bonds (my first choice) or rehab Jefferson (2nd 

Perhaps combining the school with office makes more sense

I'd like to see the "ability" to add a 2nd floor administrative facility...much later

Option 1

Not a chance to look at it

Have not reviewed

Jefferson only

Prob concept 2, but I am not sure.

I think you should go with concept 2 and address the other buildings at the same time. You can't just 

continue to place a band aid and play catch up when it comes to our buildings because then all we are 

doing is pushing problems onto future generations and the issues continue to get worse.

The combined approach.  The district office is in a flood plain.  Woodland would be better served as 

park district facilities for Warrenville.

Stand alone.  I think adding SSC would increase traffic and would need more parking

I am not sure. This is the first I am learning about them.
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4.  In reviewing the two building concepts, which concept do you feel is most appropriate?  (cont'd)
my concern is the overall footprint of the building.  if housing the admin at another location makes for 

a smaller parking lot and a smaller footprint, then i suppose i am for that.  however, this is not a major 

issue.  my major concern is with the overall size of the building.  you are taking away a valued piece of 

property.  is there a way for the building to be set back, allowing for more green space in front.  also, 

since the new facility would take away land the community uses, is there a way to incorporate public 

use into the new facility?

I do not feel either concept that have been proposed meet the needs of the community along with the 

needs of the school. Keep the community in mind when developing the concept.

Option 2 seems to make the most sense. I like that it brings the other services closer to Wheaton.  I 

don't really care where the Admin stuff goes, but it needs a place so you might as well fix both at once.

Option #2 provided the security between SSC and school is absolute and addressed.

The one story is better but the lack of any green space is a huge problem. The playground in the back, 

out of site, is also a huge problem.  The community uses it and needs it out in the open.

Option 2

Neither. Both are totally ridiculous.

It is still too easly in the process  Not enough investigation has been done.  It is clear hat the district 

would like to spend our money

Concept 1 could potentially provide the neighborhood with the recreational space it has now. There is 

no way that to be possible with Concept 2. I think Concept 1 could be e reevaluated to meet everyones 

needs. I do not think that is the case with concept 2

The Jefferson only,

Jefferson  ONLY

I do not like either plans.  However combining properties and selling real estate does not sound like a 

good idea in a buyers market.

The one were administratoin is NOT on the premisies.  I'm sure the school staff would agree!

If we are going to build a new facility I would suggest the second plan with the 2nd floor.  I am more 

concerned about the traffic flow and drainage in the surrounding neighborhood        The 2nd plan with 

the 2nd floor is appropriate.  I we are going to build it let's do it right.  My concerns are with the traffic 

flow and drainage.,

neither.  The green space should be closer to Hazelton and the 'concrete' as far west and north as 

The combination.

I absolutely do not want to see admin moved to the Jefferson location!!!!!  I would like to see the facility 

reduced in size and the building flipped.

Full new building with second floor

I would support either concept

neither

Not prepared to answer- need to do more homework/analysis
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4.  In reviewing the two building concepts, which concept do you feel is most appropriate?  (cont'd)

A new Jefferson only

The one without the Administration. However, both plans take away too much space from the 

community. The diagonal parking should not be implemented and the park should be moved to the 

front of the building right next to the street (Hazelton Avenue). Plus, I want to make sure that the 

easement on the east side of Hazelton will not be reduced or eliminated to handle all of the traffic.

the one with the administrative offices on 2nd floor.  Eliminating the school in the southwest part of the 

district can reduce operational costs.  District should discuss an estimated savings in eliminatign the 

No administration! I didn't move across the street to look at an office complex and with it being 2 

stories that is the part that I would be looking at.  The two baseball fields will be taken away from the 

3rd grade boys that only have 3 of them of use through the Wheaton Park District.  You are trying to 

promote fitness and go green but taking away all the green!

I feel very strongly that Concept  is the best choice. We do not want the increased traffic on the block, 

nor do we want to see the greenspace reduced. We also would like to see the park moved to the front 

and or the south end of the lot. Please do not bring administration to our street. We are already losing 2 

beautiful baseball fields..

so far NONE, need to be cut in half to save fields and green space for familys. 3rd grade boys baseball, 

picnic in the park, frisbee, remote airplanes, soccer, and football all us this space!

smaller footprint single story

No Admin buildings here
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5.  Do you need more information on a specific topic? Do you have questions that are unanswered? 

NO (15)

I would like to see the School District's budget. I've reviewed the District-Wide Capital Development 

Plan (Wow! I mean it seems like a lot of work went into creating that detailed list. That's terrific. 

Kudos!), but what I'd like to know is how this new Jefferson proposal fits in with taking care of the 

other facilities (for example, I saw that an elementary school needs fire equipment, which is 

- Could you email me a map of Jefferson?  - What is the minimum changes that would need to be made 

to Jefferson to bring it up to code?  items and cost?  - The video mentions students cannot attend do to 

being medically fragile.  How many students fit in this category over the last decade?  How do you help 

those students now?  When they get older, can they attend district schools for k-12?

Finance. For example why is a state grant for capital improvements at the high schools being utilized?

No - But we know of the traffic and drainage problems.

I would like to see more green space configured into the plan, especially that this is in a residential area.

Does the parking lot need to be as large? I am assuming the ball fields will be taken over.

In the decision process for going with a renovation vs new facitlity, what is the percentage of the 

renovation costs compared to building a new school?

I'm concerned about all the green space going away that kids are currently using for softball and other 

sports.  I would want to understand where those activites are going.  I also would like to understand 

what happens to the side street that there would be drive-up/drop-off at.  It seems like a very small 

street that already gets tied up each day.  Maybe the street should be widened.

Yes, financial calculations such as costs to rehad current building and other, smaller building options.

No. I'd just be interested when they come up with a less ridiculous plan.

No I can tell you that I will vehemetnly oppose any referendum

How are we going to pay for this

NO  rOUND WALLS

I will have numerouse questions that I will bring up at a later date.

Funding plans -

Not at this time...but I am sure I will have questions as this project continues.

How are we paying for this?  Is Hubble paid off yet?

highlight that the district is mandated to do this

Use the north property behind Monroe Middle School

yes- felt presentation could have had more meat in it today; I was expecting Dr. Harris to go into more 

detail on the plans, budget, projections

I would like to see alternative plans moving the park to the front of the building so it is accessible to the 

entire community which includes families not just on Hazelton Avenue.

Just better understandiong of pros/cons of different options
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5.  Do you need more information on a specific topic? Do you have questions that are unanswered? 

(cont'd)

NO (15)
Yes, I feel like this is truly a done deal and that these "meetings" are just a formality.  None of the people 

speaking live in this neighborhood meaning a few streets over so don't really care on the monstrosity 

that this is going to become not to mention my taxes are going up.  What happens if the administration 

building doesn't sell?  The park behind seems very unsafe with it being next to the forest.  Not to 

mention the park is nice to look at not a building.  I am all for doing something but the money and size 

of what you are hoping is just crazy!  I felt like when I was talking to the superintendent he didn't care 

about my concerns and just was hush hush things.

want to see a new plan that alllows for green space on the Hazelton side instead of on the wyndmere 


